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I. INTRODUCTION

S

that uses the objective as the sum of power or current delivered
to the loads [1]. Mixed integer nonlinear programming techniques were employed to solve the problem. Other reconfiguration objectives, such as power loss reduction [2] and stability
margins [3], have been considered. Heuristic approaches [4], expert systems [5] based strategies, and mathematical programming [6] approaches have also been proposed. In addition, a
combination of genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic [7] is used to
solve large terrestrial systems reconfiguration problem. However, these efforts typically require running a complete power
flow algorithm after each switching step (to determine if the
constraints are satisfied), making the process slow and infeasible in some cases. Hence, better approaches are based on optimizing the objective function while simultaneously satisfying
the power flow constraints.
A shipboard power system (SPS) is nonlinear and several
methods using optimization for SPS have been proposed.
Butler et al. [8] first proposed a novel fixed charge network
flow method for reconfiguration for restoration based on maximizing the power delivered to loads while satisfying radiality
constraints. The optimization was further improved to satisfy
more constraints [9], including heuristic methods [10], and
incorporate geographic fault information [11]. Other extensions
of these methodologies account for nonradial topologies and
mixed AC/DC systems [12], as well as islanding scenarios [13].
For these methods, however, bi-directional flow of current was
not considered which is inadequate for multiple fault scenarios
and distributed generators (DG). The formulation for the reconfiguration problem considering both DG and bi-directional
power flow results in a nondeterministic polynomial-time
(NP) hard problem and was first presented in [14]. A global
optimum to this problem can be found by branch-and-bound
[15] methods or exhaustive search.
First, this paper, with the aid of a new MVDC ship model,
demonstrates that low-complexity methods can be effectively
applied to the reconfiguration problem to produce solutions that
are near-optimal. With reduction in complexity, near-optimal
solution can be reached in milliseconds, which makes it an attractive option to be used with future real-time SPSs. In [16],
an analytical view of the methods to solve the reconfiguration
problem is presented for the first time in the literature, and are
applied to solve the reconfiguration problem for the new MVDC
ship model in this paper. Fig. 1 summarizes the approaches.
With a new notional shipboard model in [17], the effectiveness
of the solution approaches is demonstrated. To accomplish this,
the same process as described in [16] is followed. Specifically,
the branch-and-bound based exhaustive search is applied to the
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Abstract—In power system reconfiguration, the status
(ON/OFF) of switches are optimized such that maximum power is
delivered to loads after the occurrence of a fault. The optimized
reconfiguration is achieved by prioritizing power delivered to vital
loads over semi-vital and nonvital loads. The formulation presented in this paper considers a new balanced hybrid (AC and DC)
shipboard power system (SPS). Analysis of the nonconvex reconfiguration formulation is done by an appropriate nonconvex solver
and by convex approximation. Unlike the nonconvex solution that
is based on branch-and-bound methods, convex approximation
significantly reduces complexity. It is shown that for the hybrid
SPS reconfiguration problem, low complexity convex approximations are effective in finding optimal solutions. Cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the power delivered to loads is
presented to showcase the system robustness against random fault
scenarios. A combined objective of maximizing power delivery
and minimizing the number of switching actions is included in
the analysis. Tradeoff between power delivered and number of
switching operations after reconfiguration has been discussed at
steady state. A separate analysis is also included to observe the
intermediate dynamic switch states while the reconfiguration is in
progress to capture the tradeoff more prominently.

HIPBOARD power systems essentially need automated reconfiguration to maintain continued service to loads after
a fault. It is often proved that an integrated power system (IPS)
provides a better solution than the manual process of restoration
in terms of fight-through and survivability. In this process, multiple generators of various sizes and power generation capabilities are placed throughout the ship. IPS minimizes the amount of
service interruption to affected portion of the ship during battle
damage or any other sudden faults.
Traditionally, reconfiguration for service restoration for terrestrial systems has been observed as an optimization problem
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Fig. 2. Zonal architecture of shipboard power system (from [19]).

Fig. 1. Methods to analyze optimal solutions to SPS reconfiguration problem.

II. OVERVIEW OF SHIPBOARD POWER SYSTEM MODEL
Traditionally, SPS systems are self-contained and have radial distribution architectures. The space and weight constraints
limit the amount of redundancy that can be incorporated into the
system for reconfiguration and restoration purposes. The SPS
distribution network is tightly coupled, and therefore, resistive
losses are negligible. Recently, some researchers have proposed
a radial distribution architecture with a zonal approach that employs a starboard bus (SB) and a port bus (PB), and thus partitioning the ship into a number of electric zones [19]. For our
model, as shown in Fig. 2, a DC zone electric distribution system
is considered. The power from the output of the generators is
first converted into DC and fed into the loads, which may need
reconversion to AC. Each zone has two load centers driven by
generator switchboards radially from PB and SB. Three kinds of
loads are considered in this model: vital loads, semi-vital loads
that are required for combat operations, and nonvital loads. It
is assumed that nonvital loads can be shed to maintain power
in the vital and semi-vital loads in case of emergencies. Firstly,
the reconfiguration methods presented in [16] are reapplied on
a new notional SPS model [17] to show the effectiveness of the
low-complexity methods. This new model has four generators
and seven load centers. Load priorities and other constraints
similar to the model in Fig. 2 are imposed on the new model
which are discussed in detail in Section III. Further analysis in
this paper, related to robustness to faults, is done on the model
in Fig. 2 (an extension of the analysis already presented in [16]).
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original nonconvex mixed integer problem
to find a global
is
optimum switch configuration. Next, the original problem
by relaxing
converted to a continuous nonconvex problem
the integer constraints on the switches such that
where
is any switch variable. Interior-point based methods
[18] are applied to find the local optimum solution. Steady-state
simulation analysis indicates that the local optimum obtained
from integer relaxation followed by rounding matches closely
with the global optimum found by the branch and bound. Next,
is converted to a
the nonconvex relaxed integer problem
through affine transformaconvex relaxed integer problem
tion of the equality constraints. The global solution to this transformed convex problem is found by applying an interior-point
method based solver. Extensive simulation with various fault
and the local opcases reveal that the global optimum for
timum for
closely match with the optimal reconfiguration
solution of the original nonconvex mixed integer problem
with high regularity. This may be possible as the nonconvexity
of the original problem is in fact limited to a few nonlinear
equality constraints in the AC power flow section of the generator while the majority of the formulation is convex.
Second, robustness of the system is analyzed by considering
the cumulative distribution of the power delivered in the event
random fault cases (followed by reconfiguration). In this
of
case, all vital and semi-vital loads are served partially or fully
within a certain probability. This approach aims at quantifying
the system robustness against faults as in [17], but adds more
information on power delivery to each category of loads under
a fault scenario.
Finally, the tradeoff between power delivered and the number
of switching operations needed to restore power is captured.
Specifically, a bi-objective optimization problem is formulated
with a second objective of minimizing the number of switching
operations and “scalarize” it with the first objective of maximizing power delivered to loads. Empirical solutions of this
combined weighted dual objective is presented against a random
2-fault case. The analysis is easily extendable to any random
fault cases.
This paper is organized as follows: The shipboard power
system model is discussed in Section II. A detailed description
of the reconfiguration methods is provided in Section III. Simulation of reconfiguration results on a new notional shipboard
model [17] and further analysis with the present model in

Fig. 2 are presented in Section IV, Computational complexity
of the original and proposed methods for reconfiguration are
discussed in Section V, and finally, conclusions are summarized
in Section VI.

III. RECONFIGURATION FORMULATION

In this section, three formulations for SPS reconfiguration
are presented. They include the original mixed-integer nonconvex (MINLP), relaxed-integer nonconvex, and relaxed
integer convex formulations. A description for each is provided
in the following subsections. Also a dual objective formulation
is included that attempts to maximize power delivery to loads
while minimizing number of switching operations.
A. Mixed-Integer Nonconvex Formulation
In this formulation, the objective function and the constraints
are similar to the ones presented in [14] and [16]. However, this
paper primarily extends the work in [16] to include examples
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of new balanced SPS systems. Once again, we are interested
in determining the optimal switch configuration that maximizes
the power delivered to loads. The detailed formulations are presented below: Objective function:
(1)
Subject to AC constraints Equality constraints:
(2)
(3)

3

is the load curPB or SB and can be predetermined.
is the current flow from bus to bus ,
rent at bus ,
and
are the currents entering and leaving bus ,
is the set of “from (source)” buses,
is the set of
is the branch impedence
“To (destination)” buses, and
and
are used to indicate
of branch and .
the maximum and minimum value of each variable, respectively. Unless explicitly mentioned, all variables indicate
their magnitudes.
3) Switches are formulated as binary variables. The mutual
exclusivity constraints on the switches determine if the
power delivered to the higher priority loads is from port
side or starboard side.
B. Relaxed-Integer Non-Convex Formulation

Inequality constraints:
(4)
(5)
(6)

C. Relaxed-integer Convex Formulation
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(7)
(8)

In order to reduce complexity of the original MINLP
problem, the switches are relaxed to have any value between 0
, while the mutual exclusivity constraint
and 1, i.e.,
shown in (15) still holds good. This problem can be solved by
interior point based nonlinear solvers.

DC constraints Equality constraints:

(9)

A convex form of the previous relaxed integer formulation
is obtained by affine transformation of the nonlinear equality
constraints using Newton’s power flow method [20]. In this, the
power flow (2) and (3) are rewritten as follows:

(10)

Inequality constraints:

(16)

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Switching constraints:

(15)

Several important observations can be drawn from (1)–(15)
which are discussed in the following.
1) Weight are associated to prioritize service to different types
and assume
of load as discussed in I. We assign
where
,
, and
that
are nonvital, vital, and semi-vital loads, respectively.
Specifically,
and
are picked
for our analysis. represents the set of loads in the power
system.
2) Several constraints involving power flow, generator power
limits, load limits, bus current, and voltage limits are imand
are the active and reactive power,
posed.
and
respectively, generated from the AC generator.
are the active and reactive power demanded, is the
voltage at bus , is the angle associated with the voltage
is the magnitude of the complex admittance
at bus ,
is the angle of the admittance from bus
from bus to ,
to ,
is the power delivered to loads connected at bus
, and
is a binary variable that connects a fixed load to

(17)

Using (16) and (17), the Jacobian is calculated and the incremental change in voltages and angles at every step of iteration
from initial values of the angles and voltages is obtained.
So the constraints take linear forms as
(18)

It is easy to show that, for a finite range of and , the constraints given in (18) are affine. Therefore, this problem is a relaxed-integer convex problem and the global optimum for this
problem can be found using an interior point method based
solver.
It is shown subsequently that the optimal solutions provided
by the low-complexity solvers discussed above provide close
match with the global solution. This is a crucial feature for a
“good quality” sub-optimal solution in general.
D. Dual-Objective Formulation
Another objective of minimizing the number of switching
operations while maximizing the power delivered to the loads
is now introduced. The purpose of introducing this objective is to provide a trade-off between power delivered and
switching operations performed as each switching operation
incurs power loss and could result in undesirable transients in
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the system. To describe the formulation, first, the minimum
“Hamming” distance from pre-fault switch state to the current
switch state is taken into account. This distance is given as:
, where
. With
MINLP formulation, the two objective functions are given as
follows:

(19)
(20)
With the relaxed-integer cases, the “Hamming” distance in
(20) is changed to the “Euclidian” distance which is given by
so that it becomes
(21)

(26)
Here,
is the design space,
is the point that maximizes
the first objective function and is the number of objective
and
now typically
functions. With this transformation,
range between 0 and 1.
IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
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The optimization problem defined above has two objective functions,
and , that work against each other. That is, as each
attempts to increase power in order
switching operation in
to maximize power delivered, the constraints in (2)–(15) become difficult to satisfy unless more switching operations are
will increase if
is increased and
performed. Therefore,
and
are the same,
vice versa. The domains of objective
and in particular are convex, as they both are functions of switch
variables. The multi-objective domain is therefore convex. It is
common to combine such mutually conflicting objectives into
a single objective function using the “weighted sum” approach
[21] and look at pareto optimal solutions. The combined single
objective optimization problem can be formulated as follows:

Fig. 3. Schematic view of SPS under normal condition (pre-fault).

(22)

The parameters and
in the combined objective function reflect “importance” of the corresponding objective function and may vary from 0 to 1. If the two functions have comparable values, the parameter in (22) can meaningfully capand . In this case, since
ture the trade-off between
is a function of power and
depends on switching operations, different ranges for
and
are possible. Therefore,
and
to a comparable scale, the “upperin order to bring
lower-bound” transformation technique suggested for multi-objective optimization problem in [22] is used. In this approach,
and
are obtained such that
the transformed objectives
the weighted dual objective becomes
(23)
and
, formulated as
subject to constraints (2)–(15).
functions of the optimization variable are as follows:
(24)
and

are given by
(25)

In this section, first, solutions to the reconfiguration problem
from the three different formulations are compared. The original
nonconvex reconfiguration problem is solved using “LINGO”
software package, while the other two formulations are solved
using interior point methods in MATLAB. Second, a power flow
CDF is presented to analyze the robustness of the system under
study, and finally, the tradeoff between power delivered and
number of switching operations is analyzed based on the dual
objective formulation. To obtain the power flow CDF and to analyze the tradeoff, the transformed relaxed-integer convex formulation is used.
A new MVDC ship model presented in [17] is used for validation and analysis of the formulations , , and . Seven DC
load zones are fed power from two main generators (MTG) and
two auxiliary generators (ATG), with each MTG of 6 MW and
ATG of 2 MW generation capacities. Five load zones have vital,
semi-vital, and nonvital loads while two load zones have vital
loads only. Asynchronous bus transfer (ABT) is used to switch
and
, and is characterized by mutually exclubetween
sive switches as shown in Fig. 3. Another well-known notional
ship model depicted in Fig. 2 is used for the rest of this analytical study. This model has seven load zones with two ship service converter module serving loads in each zone. A distributed
generator (DG) along with the main generator (G) is used to
enhance the overall service capability. The main generator generates a maximum power of 16 MW while the DG can generate
up to 4 MW.
For each system discussed, it is assumed that 1) the vital
MW, semi-vital loads require 1 MW, and
loads require
MW for operating in their respective
nonvital loads require
full capacity. 2) The nonvital loads are directly serviced through
the buses, while the vital and the semi-vital loads are serviced
through the ABTs. 3) The combined power of the generators
is sufficient to drive all the loads under normal operating condition. 4) All distributions are radial, as it provides advantages
such as lower short-circuit current, easy switching, and less
complex installation and functioning of sensor equipment.
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 4. Schematic view of SPS under faults occurring at 1
35 5.

0

0 3, 3 0 35, and

0

0

0
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The optimization methods described in Section III are applied
to reconfigure the SPS after occurrence of one or more faults.
Only steady-state reconfiguration status is considered in this
paper. Table I shows the constrained parameters used in the simulations and their respective maximum and minimum values.
First, an optimal pre-fault configuration for system model in
[17] is presented, where all the loads are serviced to their full capacities. The total capacity of loads that are served under normal
MW. It is assumed that, under steady-state,
condition is
a component is unavailable whenever there is a fault; so the
current through that component is forced to a very low value.
This is achieved by increasing the branch resistance in the simulation. It is obvious that some loads are left without power
,
, and
after the fault. The reconfiguration formulations
ensure that the power is restored in a manner such that those
loads are serviced optimally and according to their priority. This
means that vital and semi-vital loads are restored before nonvital
loads. Fig. 3 shows a pre-fault condition where all the loads are
serviced for a particular switch configuration. Reconfiguration
, relaxed integer nonalgorithms are applied for MINLP
, and relaxed-integer convex
cases from this
convex
initial (pre-fault) configuration. Now a fault scenario is consid,
, and
ered where faults occur between branches
. The portion of the PB between 1 and 5 is thus left without
power and the switches need to change so that the loads can be
serviced based to their priority mainly though the SB. The optimal reconfiguration, as it turns out in this case, requires the
,
,
,
,
,
, and
opening of
,
,
,
,
, and
to enclosing of
sure maximum power supply to the vital and semi-vital loads.
The nonvital loads attached to the PB at nodes 1 and 9 are partially serviced due to insufficient power left in the generators,
and the nonvital load attached to PB at node 3 is left unserviced. The power drawn from the main generators drops to
MW and the ATGs have to service to their full capacity. As seen
from Table II, the optimal MINLP solver and near-optimal interior-point method based solvers produce the same switch status
in this case. Fig. 4 also shows the switch status after reconfiguration.
Another fault scenario is considered, where four faults occur
,
,
, and
. This crebetween branch
ates an islanding scenario where loads on the left side of the

TABLE II
POWER DELIVERED TO LOADS UNDER FAULTS
OCCURRING AT 1 3, 3 35, AND 35 5

fault locations between
and between
have no alternative paths from the generators. The ATGs again ramp up
to their maximum power to service the priority loads; nonvital
loads at nodes 2, 3, 8, and 10 are shed, while the nonvital load
at node 1 is partially serviced due to insufficient power from the
ATG node 11. However, all the vital and the semi-vital loads are
fully serviced. In the global optimum solution shown in Fig. 5,
,
,
, and
are open and
,
,
, and
are closed. Table III shows that the global
produces the same switch configuoptimum solution for
. Also, the total
ration as the global optimum solution for
power delivered to the loads is almost the same in both cases.
is, however, different in one
The local optimum solution for
closed instead of
) and marginally
switch position (
less total power is delivered to the loads. Further extensive simulations are performed with various fault scenarios to compare
,
, and
. No significant differsolutions provided by
ence in the total power delivered is observed after reconfiguration, even though switch status for the three solutions may differ
for a small number of cases.
Next, an analytical study of the robustness of the
system is provided using the model in Fig. 2. CDF of the
power delivered to the loads is used to analyze the robustness against several random faults and is defined as
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Fig. 6. Schematic view of SPS under normal condition (pre-fault).

Fig. 5. Schematic view of SPS under faults occurring at 3
and 6 8.

0

0 35, 35 0 5, 2 0 4,

TABLE III
POWER DELIVERED TO LOADS UNDER FAULTS
OCCURRING AT 3 35, 35 5, 2 4, AND 6 8

0

0

0
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Fig. 7. CDF of power delivered (MW).

TABLE IV
POWER DELIVERED AS A FUNCTION OF FAULTS

, where
is the desired power. As shown in Fig. 7, the CDF of the
power delivered to the loads is plotted for all possible random
locations for two, three, and four faults. The pre-fault configuration for this system is shown in Fig. 6. There are several
observations that can be drawn from the CDF analysis of the
system which are summarized in the following.
MW of which the
1) The total load that are serviced is
total power required to serve the vital loads is
MW,
total power required for the serving the semi-vital loads is 7
MW, and the rest 7 MW is used to serve the nonvital loads.
Table IV shows the percentage of the total load served for
various random fault cases.
2) For all possible 2-fault cases, the system
is able to sustain power delivered to about
15.16
MW
whereas for random 4-fault cases, the power delivered
MW
of the cases.
to loads further reduces to
Therefore, Fig. 7 and Table IV confirm that 100% of the

vital loads are served for these fault cases 50% of the time,
and 100% of the semi-vital loads are served 50% of the
time. The nonvital loads are, however, shed to maintain
power delivered to the higher priority loads.
3) For random 2-fault cases, the system is able to serve 100%
of the vital loads and 100% of the semi-vital loads for 90%
of the cases. For random 3-fault cases, vital loads are not
served only about 10% of the time, while for 4-fault cases,
vital loads are not served 15% of the time. These are cases
where faults occur at the generator buses.
Therefore, the CDF tool based robustness study of the shipboard
power system reconfiguration incorporates a probabilistic view
of the robustness of the system to various random faults.
Finally, the results of the dual-objective formulation in (22)
of the optimization problem is presented. The weight (22)
is varied from 0 to 1 to investigate the combined objective
and the number of
of the power delivered to the loads
. In Figs. 8 and 9, a case with two
switching operations
faults occurring between
and
with model in Fig. 6
is presented which shows power delivered to the loads and
number of switch operations performed, respectively. As the
weight is increased from 0 to 1, Fig. 9 shows an increase in
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TABLE V
POWER DELIVERED AND SWITCH TRANSITION
TO FAULTS OCCURRING AT 2
10 AND 12 4

0

power delivery to loads from a previous column. Each switch
state deliver power to loads incrementally from 12.36 MW to
17.5 MW. The analysis is particularly useful when cost associated with switch operations becomes significant; thereby only
a limited number of switch operations have to be performed in
restoring power to the loads after reconfiguration. Obviously,
the solution may not be globally optimal when the number of
switch pair changes is restricted to less than 5, but will ensure
maximum power delivery for a fixed number of switch operations.

0 4 and 7 0 1.
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Fig. 8. Power delivered for faults between 12

0

V. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

Fig. 9. Number of switching performed for faults between 12

0 4 and 7 0 1.

the number of switch operations. When increases from 0.4
to 0.5, the number of switch pair operations increases from 0
to 5. This is due to the fact that the switching surface allows
more number of switches to change suddenly and accounts for
a more stable locally optimal state. With the weighted objective
function, when relatively more importance is given to power
delivery, the number of switch operations also increases, which
is expected as more switching is needed to deliver more power
to the loads. As seen in Figs. 8 and 9, more than five switch
pair changes, however, do not increase the amount of power
delivered to the loads in this particular example. Therefore, five
switch pair changes are sufficient to deliver maximum power
to the loads, corresponding to the best trade-off between the
power delivered and number of switching operations.
In a separate analysis, a step-by-step study of the reconfiguration solution with the assumption that only one pair of switches
is allowed to change at each step of reconfiguration is shown
in Table V. The first column indicates the initial switch state;
final state when the reconfiguration is complete is shown in the
last column, and all the other columns in between represent the
intermediate switch states resulting in maximum incremental

In this section, first, the complexity of the solutions provided to optimally reconfigure the SPS is analyzed. “LINGO”
software is used to solve the original nonconvex mixed integer
problem. It uses “branch-and-bound” method to maintain a
provable upper and lower bound on the objective value which is
-suboptimal to the global optimum. First, assuming convexity,
the algorithm finds an upper and a lower bound on the optimal
objective value . If the difference between any upper and
, it terminates or, otherwise,
lower bounds satisfies
on the switch
creates branches for any index
variables to form two subproblems. Using convex relaxations
on the switches other than the th switch, it produces and upper
and lower bound on the optimal value of each subproblem.
of the original problem is the smaller of
The optimal value
the two subproblems. This eventually forms a binary tree with
each leaf node created by fixing a variable that is not fixed in
the parent node. So, a node at depth in the tree corresponds
to a subproblem with switch variables have fixed values. The
are obtained by the minimum of
upper and lower bound on
upper and lower bounds over all the leaf nodes. The algorithm
. Therefore, in the worst case, a
terminates when
complete binary tree is developed to depth which makes the
where is the number of switch variables.
complexity as
For our problem with
, the worst-case complexity is
which is relatively large for this reconfiguration problem.
The worst-case complexity for interior-point based method is
, where is the number of variables, is the number
. The complexity of this method is
of constraints, and
thus polynomial in time but in worst-case much less that the
“branch-and-bound” based method. The Interior-point method
solves the reconfiguration problem by applying Newton’s
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TABLE VI
EXECUTION TIME EFFICIENCY (ETE) FOR ORIGINAL NONCONVEX
AND TRANSFORMED CONVEX METHODS. REFERENCE EXECUTION
TIME FOR ORIGINAL NONCONVEX METHOD = 1 s

of switch states is tracked from pre-fault state to final state,
while 1) changing one switch pair at a time and 2) maximizing
power delivery at each state. The tradeoff between number of
switch operations and power delivered is also quantified.
REFERENCES
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method to a sequence of equality constrained problems. Results show that local optimum found by interior-point based
solvers match global optima by “branch-and-bound” method
for this reconfiguration problem. This is due to the fact that the
problem is highly convex with some nonconvexity in the generator constraints. Our convex formulation of the relaxed-integer
nonconvex problem reinforce this claim. The complexity of
this relaxed-integer convex problem is, however, the same
as the relaxed-integer nonconvex problem although a global
optimum of this problem can be found for the former as any
local optimum for a convex problem is the global optimum
solution. In this case, sequential convex programming [18] is
and a trust
applied by maintaining estimate of solution
region
such that (18) is affine. With relaxed-integer
convex formulation, we are able to convincingly state that our
reduced-complexity solution provides exactly the same result as
the “LINGO” based global optimum solution presented in [14].
In Table VI, the ETE—percentage efficiency in execution—is
defined as
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Execution time for transformed convex
Execution time for original nonconvex

This shows that assuming platform independence, if the execution time for original nonconvex method with
and
is 1 s, the proposed convex method will provide the
same result in 123 ms. For low values of and , exhaustive
search is easy to perform. Therefore, there is no gain in transforming the nonconvex problem. As Table VI shows, for
and
, branch and bound performs better. As the number
of switches increases, a very high execution time efficiency is
possible.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, two centralized optimization solutions are
evaluated that deliver near-optimal power to loads in shipboard
power system. The complexity of proposed solutions is polynomial in time and much lower than the complexity of the
global solver that uses “branch and bound”. Local optimum
for relaxed-integer nonconvex formulation and global optimum
for relaxed integer convex formulation match the global optimum for original MINLP nonconvex formulation with high
regularity. Further, cumulative distribution of power flow is
used to show that in 50% of the fault cases (up to four random
faults), the vital and semi-vital loads are serviced. Analysis of
the tradeoff between power delivery and number of switching
operations performed during reconfiguration is also provided.
As expected, it is observed that an increase in switching is
necessary to deliver more power to loads. Furthermore, change
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